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Replica of a Medieval Fool’s 
Scepter

Inspired by the works of Shakespeare, 
the books of C. Walter Hodges and 
manusript illuminations, such as the 
one seen to the right, I created a replica 
of a Medieval Fool’s Scepter.

2011 - 2014

Fig. 1. de Rouen, Echevinage. King David and a Fool. 
1465-1475. Jester: A Fool and his Clothing, Medieval & 
Renaissance Material Culture. web. 12 Feb. 2016.

Above: Inspiration image

Below: Concept sketches



Fig. 2. Jester’s scepters in 
ivory and silk. 1500’s. Jester: 
A Fool and his Clothing, 
Medieval & Renaissance 
Material Culture. web. 12 
Feb. 2016.

A scepter made of ivory and 
silk from the 1500’s, used as 
a model with more sketches.



Ceramic scepter head with 
a black wash and burnished 
finish.  Attached to shaft with 
stainless steel wire fittings.



Making leather pouch templates. Sewn leather pouch.

Filling pouch with 
lentils and using 
draw string to tighten 
around the neck.



Scepter’s clothing made from silk.



Finished scepter:  
ceramic head, leather 
pouch, silk clothes and 
wooden shaft.



Chicken Puppet

Greatly intrigued by the War Horse puppets by Handspring Puppet Company, I 
researched how to make a hen puppet in the same style.  My puppet yet unfin-
ished but I have explored methods for making joints, flexing feet, a wire structure 
and a way to stimulate breath.

2014 - 2016

Fig. 3.  Malitz, Nancy. A “War Horse” puppet. Digital image. 
Chicago On the Aisle. N.p., 20 Dec. 2012. Web. 02 Apr. 2015.



Drawing and example 
of wooden joint (right)

Assembly of the dowel 
body, carbon rod legs 
and wooden joints (left)

Knot notes: 1) larks head 2) half hitch     
3) ends: over-under and under-over

1) 3)2)

Sketches for the movement of hen’s legs.



Study of foot structure.  In the picture 
of the wire study to the right, the carbon 
fiber rod of the leg is seen in the left 
hand corner.  The coil forming knuckles 
is directly connected to the leg and the 
toes extend from the coil.

Examples of dyed silk as tail (left) 
and down feathers (below).



line

rod

rod

Sketches of how to simulate breath.
By using a carbon fiber rod and line 
connected to form the shape of a bow, 
the line could be pulled and released 
making the rod bend and flex - an in 
and out movement.  The rod would be 
placed vertically over the breast of the 
puppet as shown in the drawing to the 
right.

Below, the rod and line method 
of breath is demonstrated - in 
and out.



The hen’s face.  The sketches show the path of the 4 pieces of wire used to 
create the face.  The lines chosen represent the structure of the face and capture 
gesture.



Theatre Projects and Productions

A collection of theatre related projects and productions. Noises Off, 2013

Prop list

Noises Off  
Props 

3 plates of sardines  (maybe the plates should be different from each other to show 
 change) 
News paper 
A table phone 
2 cardboard boxes 
2 fight bags 
2 champaign bottles 
Pills (Lloyd) 
Hot water bottle  
Black sheets (maybe) 
Envelope with a tax demand 
A handkerchief 
A vase (maybe 2) 
A tube of glue 
Bric-a-Brac (Flavia) - small decorative objects of various types and of no great  
value 
(Burglar) : Something to be mistaken as a microwave  
 Things to steal 
 Silver cups or something of the sort 
 Two gold taps 
A china tea set to be dropped  (by Flavia) 
Sheets : Black 
    White 
Arab robes and headdress (burnous) 

Fire bucket and axe  
A mop 
Bottle of whisky (I have an empty one) 
3 flower bunches each smaller than the previous 
A cactus  
A rain coat and wallet (Tim) 
A book to represent the script  
A leopard skin overcoat (Brook) 
Dark glasses (Sheikh) 



Jesus Christ Superstar, 2013

Prop notes for backstage, stage 
right. (above)

Crown of thorns: twisted wire and 
screws. (left)

Photo of production including 
painted signs. (below)

Before show SR 
- Give Brittany B. the dice. You can find them in the plastic bag with the poker counters. 
- There should be five signs, 5 to 6 leper scarves, a basket of beads, a basket of scarves, a cloth 

covered with mettle buttons, a plastic bag of poker chips, 2 card decks, a greenish cloth in a 
bundle for money, a bottle of wine, bag of cans, basket of food, 12 to 13 flowers and 7 candles 
(6 small, 1 big). 

- There should be baby wipes and the wooden clapper in the large podium 

Do during show 
Hosanna - Close to the end of This Jesus Must Die hold the signs up right so that the assigned                   
  apostles can grab them as they run past from behind the scrim. 
  They are for Brittany B., Kyle, Ben, Dom and Hy Jin 
Temple - Have the leper scarves ready to had to the apostles who are lepers during Pilate’s             
  Dream. Also make sure the basket of beads, the basket of scarves, the cloth covered with mettle 
  buttons, some poker chips and a card decks are taken on stage. 
The Last Supper - During intermission set up the last supper. cloth laid out between two  
  platforms and flush with edge of curtain. Basket in center with bottle next to it, cans on either  
  side. Big can center, 7 little cans SR, 6 cans SL. 
Trial By Pilate - Kyle will get the wooden clapper. After have baby wipes available and help put    
  on ropes. 
Certain call - Make sure every one has a candle or a flower. 



Here is a list of what I could find in the text in the way of props. Have a look and let me

know what you have decided to eliminate or already have. Could you also add anything that

you would like in addition. Please specify the style of any of the items on the list if you have

any ideas.

Act I

 a note with a phone number on it for Ponyboy
 a table for the phone

 4 pocket knives
 a lamp

 a writing pad and pen
 popcorn

 a copy of Grate Expectations
 a cup of coke or 5 cups of coke

 a paper of Darry p.33

 Dallas coat, money and a watch

Act II

 a paperback of Gone With the Wind
 fast food for 3 from dairy queen  including 3 pepsis
 red and white checkered table cloth
 a newspaper
 hair oil

 2 torches

 machet  how many boxes ?
 an envelope
 a composition book
 a pencil
 a clip board
 oficial looking medical chats
 a pen

The Outsiders, 2014

Prop list and production photo.



Charlie Brown : Character and Prop List 

Linus Ben a light blue (scurity) Blancket

TV remote control device

Pajamas

Sally Brittany F. Jumprope

Bugle

Butterfly net

Pajamas 

Snoopy Gabby a Beethoven T-shirt

Red and Yellow Supper dish

WWI flying gear — helmet, googles, long (red) scarf.

Lucy Mariam Book

Clipboard and Pencil

Pajamas

Charlie Brown Terrence a large brown paper Lunch bag

Peanut butter sandwich

Roller skates

Pajamas (Blue with a collar)

Schroeder Alex C. Pajamas

Rurun Stephon Pajamas

Pig Pen Jack Pajamas

Frida Katryna Pajamas

Peppermint Patty Sophie C. Pajamas

Little Red Headed 
Girl

Cesslyn Pajamas

You’re a Good Man Charlie Brown, 2014



Enlarged painted wooden television remote.
(above and right)

Photo of production inluding enlarged blanket.
(below)



Costume Design for Tatuffe by Molière, 2013

A selection of five costumes designed for an proposed production of Tatuffe.

Below are concept notes for some of the characters.













Performance Proposal, 2014

A selection of pages from a performance proposal scketch book including set, plot, 
character and costume ideas.  The stimulus for the performance was a classical 
mytholgy map of the underworld.  The plot is based on the paintings Les Tasses 
noires by Vuillard, The Song Rehearsal by Degas, The Card Players by Cezanne and 
Lady with her Maidservant by Vermeer. 











Performance Proposal, 2015

A selection of  five pages from a performance proposal sketch book including a study on 
pace, set, plot, characters and title.  The stimuli for the performance were the signs of the 
zodiac.  The pace and visual appearance of the production were inspired by The Master 
and Margarita as directed by Simon McBurney and the paintings of  Arnold Mesches.













Related Projects

A collection of projects using a range of materials: silk, dye, paper, leather, clay and sail cloth.

Pleated Silk Skirt

Silk skirt made with raw 
and 8 momme silk.

2012



Balenciaga Dress

Dress designed at the Balenciaga 
atelier in Paris.

Dress being designed on doll with 
test fabric. (right)

Fabric from doll flattened on table 
with notes. (below)

Printed paper template with notes.
(bottom right)

2013



Shoe Portrait

Black and white portrait photos of my shoe collection.

2013



Miniature Party Hats

Spatter painted paper party 
hats with elastic thread.

2015

Birthday Card

Card, silk, watercolour.

2011

Inpiration  image

Fig. 4 Elverston, Tim.  Large flowx 
and figure. 2011. WindFire Designs. 
web. 13 Feb. 2016.



Hermès Braclet Replica

Unfinished. Leather, stanless steel wire, cuben fiber, gold leaf.

2016

Front and back. (above)                                    Closed. (below)



Toy Rabbit Aviator Hat

Leather

2014



Miniature Masks

Ceramic

2008



Sin, Cos, Tan Bag

Made from sail cloth.  Sin, 
cos and tan are graphed 
and sewn on both sides of 
the bag.

2015

Templates

Finished bag


